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Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. suspension offers
 replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or technical

 information on any of the products contact the Redranger team
 on 1300 88 2355 or visit www.nolathane.com.au
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Technical Hotline - Aus 1300 882 355  NZ 0800 880 189
www.nolathane.com.au or tech@redranger.com.au

Redranger P/L -  4 Warringah Close, Somersby NSW 2250
ABN 99 124 177 297

www.nolathane.com.au
NEW WEBSITE LAUNCHED

Following the launch of ’s Edition 10 print catalogue in late 
2009, comes the most comprehensive resource for suspension 
components available on the web. What couldn't fit in 
print has been utilised online. 's marketing manager Andy 
Nolan believes “This new website will transform the way consumers, 
mechanics and retailers research suspension products for their own 
or their customers vehicle”.

The website offers valuable content including videos on symptoms of 
worn suspension, how to diagnose worn components and flagging 
key service suspension items for passenger, commercial and 
performance vehicles.

Simply search by vehicle or  part number to reveal extensive vehicle and product information, 
including schematic drawings of your vehicles suspension system, product images, product specifications, kit 
contents, downloadable install guides and important fitment notes. 

Most exciting is the two step bush type and size search function that can deliver a prompt range of results for that 
hard to find part.  

The whole site is printer friendly so you can easily take a copy away with you and more importantly the site is 
email friendly enabling easy forwarding of vehicle and product information to friends, colleagues and even better 
customers with a click of the mouse. 

A comprehensive retailers list is also accessible by entering either a suburb or postcode to reveal the nearest
 outlet(s). So what are you waiting for check it now @  
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